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Abstract. With the prevalence of data online, consumers increasingly shop
not only for the product that best fits their needs, but also for the best time to
purchase the product in order to reduce its cost. In line with this behavior,
ecommerce websites often not only offer products, but also provide analytics
based statements and recommendations relating to the best time to purchase a
perishable product (e.g., air travel). This study examines the effects of such
purchase timing statements and recommendations on consumers’ trusting
beliefs in the recommendation facility. Our theoretical background comes
from Toulmin’s (1958) argumentation model and the literature related to the
role of explanation facilities in enhancing consumers’ trust. Results from our
pilot study show evidence for the different roles Toulmin elements have,
serving as explanation facilities in the context of predictive analytics.

Keywords: Consumer trust · Toulmin’s argumentation model · Recommendation
agents

1 Introduction

Ecommerce websites often offer not only products, but also advice and arguments related 
to purchase timing. Most notably, ecommerce sites in the travel industry increasingly 
provide information intended to affect purchase timing. Sites increasingly show recom‐
mendation functionality related to better deal purchasing. Further, the sites provide 
different statements that relate to the recommendation functionality (See Fig. 1). While 
the use of such mechanisms in ecommerce websites is becoming increasingly popular, 
their impact is still not clear. More specifically, do such statements and advice affect the 
purchase timing? Do the statements increase consumers’ trust in the e-commerce site 
and its recommendation? If so, which statements affect which trusting beliefs?

In this research we examine the effect of purchase timing related statements and 
advice on trusting beliefs in the site’s recommendation facility. In order to analyze 
statements provided by websites, we refer to Toulmin’s [14] model of argumentation, 
which helps us to categorize statements according to their role in increasing the strength



of an argument. It has long been shown that well-structured trust assuring arguments
can increase consumers’ trust in a website and the intention to transact in it [7]. More
recent studies have shown that well-structured arguments in the context of health related
information are more highly trusted [9], and that the perception about social capital of
team members in virtual teams is affected by the quality of the argumentations provided
in their profiles [2]. We extend this line of research to analyze how supporting an argu‐
ment establishes trusting beliefs in a recommendation agent driven by analytics.

Unlike other domains, analytics based recommendations are derived from highly
complex processes and algorithms, which are difficult to grasp by most users. As a result,
often only very partial information is provided to the user, and, as shown in the examples
above, their evaluation may be difficult, and their implication may be unclear. This is in
contrast to other Recommendation Agents (RA), such as product fit RA, in which the
logic of recommendation can be more easily conveyed and understood [16]. Therefore,
in the context of analytics, the effect of the soundness of the argument is not clear, as
information is always very partial. Further, a question that arises is whether partial
arguments still effect trust, and if different partial arguments do this in different ways.
Arguments associated with analytics about purchase timing are especially interesting,
as while generally statements supporting an argument are expected to enhance trust, in
the predictive analytics domain they may potentially have adverse effects on trust as
well, as they may expose the user to a sense of lack of privacy and surveillance.

By referring to Toulmin’s [14] model elements as explanation facilities [16], we
theorize on the different effects each individual element of the model can have on trust.
The different elements defined by Toulmin are (1) data, the facts and grounds for our

Fig. 1. Examples of recommendation and statements from Kayak.com and Farecast.com
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recommendation, (2) warrants, the way facts are used to arrive at the recommendation,
(3) backings, the justification of why the warrant is valid, and (4) rebuttals and qualifiers,
the extent to which the recommendation is sound, as well as the conditions under which
it may not hold. We suggest that each one of these can be referred to as an explanation
facility, thereby potentially enhancing trust even when brought individually, and poten‐
tially in different ways on different trusting beliefs.

Our initial pilot study, shows support for the notion that individual statements can
enhance trusting beliefs in the context of predictive business analytics. Backing argu‐
ments appear to be mostly associated with benevolence and competence trust. Rebuttals
enhance integrity trust. Data enhance all trusting beliefs.

2 Theoretical Background

2.1 Toulmin’s Model of Arguments

Toulmin [14] models arguments as composed of different statements to support a claim,
or assertion. In the context of our study, the claim referred to is the recommendation
provided to the user. According to Toulmin, the core elements of argumentation that
come to support a claim are data, warrant, backing and rebuttal. Data relates to facts that
helped establish the claim. Warrants relate to the bearing of the claim, or the step made
from the data to arrive at the claim. While data are more specific, warrants are general,
hypothetical statements, which can act as bridges, and authorize the sort of step to which
our particular argument commits. Backings are assurances for the warrant’s authority
and currency [15]. According to Toulmin’s model, as one moves from supporting an
argument by providing data alone, to augmenting it also with warrants, backings as
rebuttals, the claim is sounder. We suggest that due to the complexity of the predictive
analytics domain, and thus the difficulty in providing a sound argument, the use of
warrants, backing or rebuttals alone, may still enhance trust. Further we suggest each of
the different type of statements may enhance different trusting beliefs.

2.2 Trusting Beliefs

Trusting beliefs refer to the perceptions of the trustee about a trusted entity, with respect
to three different dimensions. Namely, these dimensions are competence, benevolence,
and integrity [8]. This view of trusting beliefs in the technological artefacts is adopted
from the traditional view of trusting beliefs in interpersonal communication [13], since
people treat computers as social actors and apply social rules to them [11]. In the context
of RA’s, competence trust refers a user’s perception that the RA has the ability, skills,
and expertise to perform effectively in specific domains. Benevolence trust is a user’s
perception that an RA cares about the user and acts in the user’s interest. Integrity trust
is the perception that an RA adheres to a set of principles (e.g., honesty and keeping
promises) that are generally accepted by consumers [16].

It has been noted that an important distinction exists between competence trust, which
is a judgment of ability, and benevolence and integrity trusts, which relate to the morality
of the RA [17]. Research suggests that socially, morality related perceptions are given
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more weight than ability perceptions when people form impressions of others [4]. In the
context of ecommerce, evidence for increased satisfaction was found to be associated with
increased benevolence trust [17]. It was also found that increased benevolence trust in a
seller can explain much of the price premium [10]. Therefore, understanding how such
trusting beliefs can be enhanced can potentially have unique practical implications.

2.3 Explanation Facilities

The topic of explanatory capabilities emerged in expert systems, as an attempt to imitate
behavior that has been found to be a characteristic of trusted entities such as consultations
with human experts [6]. Explanation facilities provide information such as what some
terms mean, why certain questions were asked by the system, how conclusions were
reached, and why other conclusions were not reached [5]. Different ways have been
proposed to classify explanations provided by Knowledge Based Systems and Decision
Support Systems [3], and in the context of ecommerce advice, Wang and Benbasat [16]
identify ‘why’, ‘how’ and ‘tradeoff’ explanation facilities as potential trust enhancing
mechanisms that can reduce agency concerns when shopping online. ‘How’ explana‐
tions reveal the line of reasoning by outlining the logical process involved. ‘Why’
explanations justify the importance and purpose of the input used by the recommenda‐
tion facility, in addition to providing justifications for the recommendations provided.
‘Tradeoff’ explanations provide decisional guidance to enlighten or sway users as they
structure and execute their decision-making processes [12, 16]. Wang and Benbasat [16]
find that ‘how’ explanations increases users’ competence and benevolence beliefs. They
also find that ‘why’ explanation enhance benevolence beliefs, and ‘trade-off’ explana‐
tions increase integrity beliefs.

3 Hypothesis Development

While each of the how, why, and tradeoff explanation facilities of RAs, refer to a
comprehensive explanation, such explanations are largely impractical in the context of
analytics based recommendations. The reason is that in analytics recommendations
complex algorithms and mathematical computations are involved to processes an exces‐
sive amount of data. These are both very challenging to convey by the agent, and to
comprehend by the user. To illustrate, consider the explanation facilities provided in the
different contexts: ‘how’ explanations in the context of knowledge based systems refer
to showing the entire reasoning tree; in the context of recommendation agents, these
explanation provide details about the recommendation rules and priorities1. Taken to
the context of analytics, explaining to a typical user the algorithm used for the analytical

1 An example provided for a recommendation agent (Wang and Benbasat 2008): if you want a
camera that will focus on subjects farther away, the camera with a stronger optical zoom level
will have higher priority in my recommendations. Specifically, the four options will determine
the following zoom levels: 1. 2X optical zoom and below; 2. Between 2X and 5X optical zoom;
3. 4X optical zoom and above; 4. No minimum requirement in zoom capability.
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forecast, is hard to conceive. ‘Why’ explanations, in both knowledge based systems and
recommendation agents, provide full details of how user input may affect the recom‐
mendation2. However, once again, explaining the effect of specific data points collected
on analytics based recommendation, is challenging at best.

Indeed, analytics based recommendations typically do not provide explanation
facilities. Rather, as previously pointed out, they often provide short statements of partial
information to accompany the recommendation. Essentially these statements come to
support a claim (the recommendation); thus, together with the recommendation, these
statements help form an argument. While well-formed arguments can help alleviate
challenges on claims made (e.g. [7]), it is not clear if partial arguments can help achieve
the same or in what way. Further it is not clear how the different components of an
argument suggested by Toulmin affect trusting beliefs.

Due to the inherent difficulties in providing explanation facilities in the analytics
domain, we suggest that in this domain consumers are receptive to abstract arguments,
and that the components of an argument, namely Toulmin’s warrant, data, backings, and
rebuttals, can be viewed as explanation facilities in this context. Thus, two unique
aspects are hypothesized in the analytics based recommendations domain: (1) Since
components of an argument may be viewed as explanation facilities, they may enhance
the levels of different trusting beliefs; and (2) Since components of an argument are
viewed as explanation facilities, even if an argument is not well formed (e.g. includes
isolated components, such as only claim and warrant) trusting beliefs may still be
enhanced.

We hypothesize about the role of each of the different Toulmin elements in this
context, according to our analysis of the correspondence each has to an explanation
facility.

Warrants indicate the bearing on the conclusion from the data used. That is,
warrants pertain to the nature and justification of the step made taking data to a claim.
Warrants are “general, hypothetical statements, which can act as bridges, and authorize
the sort of step to which our particular argument commits us and may normally be written
very briefly” [15]. Thus, while warrants are provided as part of an argument, and while
abstract and brief, we suggest these ideas closely relate to ‘how’ explanation facilities
described in the previous section. Hence, our first hypothesis:

H1: As warrants closely relate to ‘how’ explanation facilities, the inclusion of
warrants in an analytics based recommendation will enhance competence and benevo‐
lence trusting beliefs.

Backings come in an argument, to convey the appropriateness of the step made to
arrive at the claim. As stated by Toulmin, “ ‘Is this calculation mathematically impec‐
cable?’ may be a very different one from the question ‘Is this the relevant calculation?’ ”
[15]. That is, the backing in an argument explains why, in general, the warrant should
be accepted as having authority. Backings relate to the more general issue of the

2 An example provided for a Knowledge Based Systems (Dhaliwal and Benbasat 1996): Race
of the patient is one of the 5 parameters that identify a patient. It may also be relevant later in
the consultation when determining the organisms (other than those seen on cultures or smears)
which might be causing the infection.
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applicability of a claim. They are assurances, for the authority and currency of the
warrants. These ideas closely relate to ‘why’ explanation facilities described in the
previous section. ‘Why’ explanations are more comprehensive and explain the logic in
using the data. Backings help assure that the way the data have been used to arrive at
the conclusion is fundamentally valid. Hence, our next hypothesis:

H2: As backings closely relate to ‘why’ explanation facilities, the inclusion of back‐
ings in an analytics based recommendation will enhance benevolence trusting belief.

Rebuttals comment implicitly on the bearing of a warrant. They indicate circum‐
stances in which the general authority of the warrant would have to be set aside. While
somewhat different from trade-off explanation facilities, these are very much analogous.
While tradeoff explanation elaborate on how a decision between alternatives can be
arrived at, rebuttals implicitly imply the consideration of competing alternatives.

H3: As rebuttals closely relate to ‘trade-off’ explanation facilities, the inclusion of
rebuttals in an analytics based recommendation will enhance integrity trusting belief.

Data is the foundation for a claim, or the ground which we produce as support for
the assertion. Data are the facts one will present in order to support a claim when it is
challenged. Unlike warrants, backings and rebuttals, data does not have an equivalent
in an explanation facility. However, data is a fundamental part of an argument. We
suggest that data statements have three important aspects that directly relate to trust
perceptions. First, they help to close the knowledge gap between the user and the system,
or enable the user to “find out easily what the program knows about a particular subject”
[1], thus enhancing competence trust; Second, they consists of facts, that are less subject
to manipulation, and thus its presentation may enhance integrity trust. Finally, data
statements help to show the effort put in the RA design to support objectivity. Thus,
potentially enhancing also benevolence trust. Namely, our fourth set of hypotheses:

H4a: Since data statements consists of objective facts, which are less subject to
subjective description, data statements enhance integrity trust.

H4b: Since data statements provide information about the knowledge the system
has, they help close the knowledge gap between the user and the system and enhance
competence trust.

H4c: Since data statements expose the effort put in the RA design to support objec‐
tivity they enhance benevolence trust.

4 Pilot Study

4.1 Experiment Design

In a pilot study, 64 subjects were provided a flight purchase scenario for a purchase
timing decision task. They were asked to view two recommendations snapshots, which
were said to have been provided by two separate recommendation facilities of ecom‐
merce websites. One of the presented recommendations included a Toulmin element of
either data, warrant, backing, or rebuttal (Henceforward the Toulmin site), and the other
did not (Henceforward the non-Toulmin site). Example of a setting is provided in
Fig. 2, a list pertaining to statements of type warrant, backing, rebuttal, and data are
provided in Table 1.
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Fig. 2. Example of survey for with Toulmin Warrant vs Non-Toulmin

Table 1. Examples of Toulmin elements provided in Toulmin RA

Toulmin
element

Example

Data We used the recent price changes on your flight, as well as more than 2 million past
price data points collected on your route

Warrant From the price pattern we find that exceptional high demand is expected
Backing In order to learn about processes that are taking place on your route, we matched the

recent price pattern on your route and preferred date with past patterns. We found the
recent pattern is very indicative of continuous rise in demand for flights on your route
and date
For example, such a pattern was found in the past when a conference was held at your
destination

Rebuttal The prediction may not hold (less than 5% chance it will not hold). For example, in
case a special event is scheduled to take place at your destination

The two snapshots presented provided opposing recommendations (i.e. one proposed
to buy, and the other to wait, see Fig. 2). To counterbalance differences associated with buy
recommendations vs wait recommendations, half of the respondents were provided by the
Toulmin site a recommendation to buy, and the other half to wait. The respondents were
then asked to decide on whether purchase the flight ticket immediately rather than wait, and
then to rate their trusting perception (adopted from Wang and Benbasat [16]) about the two
provided sites, comparing between them. Similarly to Kim and Benbasat [7], our meas‐
ures were on a 15-point scale (i.e., −7 to +7) and respondents were asked to compare the
Toulmin site to the non-Toulmin site.

5 Results

Table 2 presents the results with respect to the consumer trusting beliefs, comparing the
four types of Toulmin recommendations sites, to the base recommendation site.
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Table 2. Experiment results

Group Trust belief Obs Mean Std.
error

Std.
dev.

t value

Warrant Competence 16 −0.813 0.822 3.287 t = −0.9888
Integrity 16 0.104 0.750 3.001 t = 0.1389
Benevolence 16 −0.125 0.832 3.329 t = −0.1502

Backing Competence 16 2.313 0.693 2.771 t = 3.3380**
Integrity 16 1.646 0.640 2.560 t = 2.5713**
Benevolence 16 2.083 0.693 2.772 t = 3.0067**

Rebuttal Competence 16 0.094 0.547 2.189 t = 0.1713
Integrity 16 1.292 0.655 2.621 t = 1.9709*
Benevolence 16 0.813 0.552 2.208 t = 1.4722

Data Competence 16 2.453 0.426 1.703 t = 5.7603**
Integrity 16 2.396 0.500 2.001 t = 4.7897**
Benevolence 16 2.333 0.538 2.153 t = 4.3343**

As shown in the table, apparently warrants and how explanation facilities are signif‐
icantly different. H1 was not supported, suggesting that possibly warrants are too abstract
and do not sufficiently reduce the knowledge gap between the recommendation agent
and the user.

The table also shows support for H2 that backings enhance benevolence trust. Appa‐
rently backings reduce the agency gap between the user and the recommending site.
Interestingly, warrants also enhance integrity and competence trust. Still, there is an
apparent difference in the levels of trust between the trusting beliefs3, with integrity
beliefs being lower than competence and benevolence. This is in line with our hypothesis
as benevolence and competence are known to be correlated: a perception of an entity
working in one’s favor implies competence of that entity, and the other way around.
Similarly, the increased integrity trust can be explained by the idea that if an ecommerce
site works for the users’ favor rather than only its own, a level of integrity is implied.

With respect to rebuttals, H3 is supported. As expected, rebuttals relate to trade-off
explanations and enhance integrity trust. They do not relate to competence of benevolence.

Finally, Hypotheses H4A–H4C are all supported, suggesting the crucial role of data
in enhancing trust. These results about data as trust enhancing show an important role
of another explanation facility not previously considered. Data as an explanation facility
enhances all types of trust, as it reduces the knowledge gap, exposes the efforts made in
the RA design, and provides information perceived as unbiased.

6 Summary

In this research we analyze the effect of components of Toulmin’s model elements on
trusting beliefs in the context of the business analytics domain. Our initial results from

3 The difference between competence and integrity is significant (t = 2.0464).
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a pilot study support the notion that Toulmin elements of an argumentation can not only
construct an argument and thus enhance the acceptance of a claim. Rather, they can also
serve as explanation facilities, and thus may have different roles in enhancing different
trusting beliefs. Further, we show the important role of the data element as an explanation
facility, enhancing all trusting beliefs. Data is an explanation facility about “how”, which
may also be perceived as unbiased, as well as reflect on the efforts made in the RA design
to support the needs of the user. In the next steps we plan to continue and analyze the
role of Toulmin explanation facilities in enhancing different trusting beliefs, by consid‐
ering interaction effects between Toulmin elements. We are also analyzing further
effects of trust enhancement in this domain, such as analyzing propensity for recom‐
mendation adoption and propensity to purchase in the e-commerce website. These are
a few of our next steps in this project. We believe this research improves our under‐
standing about antecedents of trusting beliefs in the business analytics domain, as well
as the role of Toulmin elements as explanation facilities, in this domain, and possibly
others as well.
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